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ABSTRACT
Acoustic Based Sketch Recognition. (August 2012)
Wenzhe Li, B.S., Nankai University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Tracy Hammond
Sketch recognition is an active research field, with the goal to automatically
recognize hand-drawn diagrams by a computer. The technology enables people to
freely interact with digital devices like tablet PCs, Wacoms, and multi-touch screens.
These devices are easy to use and have become very popular in market. However, they
are still quite costly and need more time to be integrated into existing systems. For
example, handwriting recognition systems, while gaining in accuracy and capability,
still must rely on users using tablet-PCs to sketch on. As computers get smaller, and
smart-phones become more common, our vision is to allow people to sketch using
normal pencil and paper and to provide a simple microphone, such as one from their
smart-phone, to interpret their writings. Since the only device we need is a single
simple microphone, the scope of our work is not limited to common mobile devices, but
also can be integrated into many other small devices, such as a ring. In this thesis, we
thoroughly investigate this new area, which we call acoustic based sketch recognition,
and evaluate the possibilities of using it as a new interaction technique. We focus
specifically on building a recognition engine for acoustic sketch recognition. We first
propose a dynamic time warping algorithm for recognizing isolated sketch sounds
using MFCC(Mel-Frequency Cesptral Coefficients). After analyzing its performance
limitations, we propose improved dynamic time warping algorithms which work on a
hybrid basis, using both MFCC and four global features including skewness, kurtosis,
curviness and peak location. The proposed approaches provide both robustness and
decreased computational cost. Finally, we evaluate our algorithms using acoustic
data collected by the participants using a device’s built-in microphone. Using our
improved algorithm we were able to achieve an accuracy of 90% for a 10 digit gesture
set, 87% accuracy for the 26 English characters and over 95% accuracy for a set of
seven commonly used gestures.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Keyboard and mouse are traditional interacting tools that are being widely used
in daily life. The interfaces require users to explicitly manipulate the objects on
the screen through keyboard input and button presses. Although these types of
interactions work well in many environments, they have a poor mapping to visual
mediums.
Modern interaction techniques provide a more natural way for humans to com-
municate with computers. Sketch recognition is one such growing field that allows
people to interact with devices using multi-touch surfaces. These devices typically
require users to use their stylus or fingers to draw on the screen as if using normal pen
and paper. The computer can then automatically recognize hand-drawn shapes or
diagrams. One important advantage of using sketch-based systems is that people can
continuously interact with computers and get instant feedback from them, making
them especially useful for engineering design.
While these interaction techniques are easy to use and becoming very popular,
they are still quite costly and need more time to be integrated into existing systems
with high accuracy. For example, handwriting recognition systems, while gaining in
accuracy, rely on users to use a tablet-PC to sketch on. As computers get smaller and
smart-phones become more common, our vision is to allow people to sketch using a
normal pencil and paper and to provide a simple microphone, such as one from their
smart-phone to interpret their writings. We call this new field of research acoustic
based sketch recognition.
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2(a) Wacom display (b) Tablet PC
Fig. 1.: Examples of pen-based devices. (a) Wacom display. (b) Tablet PC.
A. Sketch Recognition Systems
Sketch recognition systems enable people to interact with computers through a mul-
titude of pen-based input devices such as a Wacom or a tabletPC, which are shown
in Figure 1. These devices collect pen-data as a series of time-stamped coordinate
points in (x, y, t) tuples. Points are collected as soon as the pen is pressed down onto
the digitizing or touch-sensitive screen, and the recording stops once the user lifts his
her pen.
Sketch-based systems are useful for engineering design and education. Figure 2
shows a system called Mechanix, which has been deployed in a freshman engineering
class [48]. The system can recognize hand-drawn truss and free-body diagrams, and
provide interactive feedback to students to help them solve homework problems. The
system works by comparing the correct instructor drawn answers already stored in
the database to the one given by the student. By using this system, instructors or
TAs only need to draw the correct answers and store them in the database, which
greatly reduces their workload.
3Fig. 2.: Mechanix: A sketch-based tutoring system for statics courses [48]. The
system recognizes hand-drawn truss and free-body diagrams and is already deployed
in freshman engineering classes at two different universities.
Fig. 3.: Mathpad: a system for the creation and exploration of mathematical sketch-
es [26].
4Fig. 4.: Tahuti: A Geometrical Sketch Recognition System for UML Class Diagram-
s [14].
Another good example is that using Microsoft office to edit mathematical expres-
sions or diagrams is painful. Sketch recognition techniques are especially useful for
these domains. MathPad [26], which is shown in Figure 3, is a sketch-based system
that is able to recognize hand-drawn mathematical expressions. Using such a system,
people do not need to switch back and forth to edit formulas using buttons, which can
be both time-consuming and non-intuitive. UML class diagram design [14] (shown in
Figure 4) is another example that shows the power of sketch recognition techniques.
Sketch-based systems can be easy to use and are becoming more common to
most people. People can interact with them as if they were using a pen and paper.
However, these devices are still quite costly and need more time to be integrated
into existing systems. For example, handwriting recognition systems, while gaining
accuracy, rely on users to sketch on a tablet-PC. In addition, in order to interact
with these devices, we need a screen of suitable size. If the screen size is too small,
it is hard to sketch on. Thus, as computers get smaller, and smart-phones become
more common, our vision is to allow people to sketch using a normal pencil and paper
and to provide a simple microphone, such as one from their smart-phone to interpret
5Fig. 5.: Device built-in microphone. It is very cheap, just for few dollars!
their writings. We called this technique acoustic based sketch recognition, since our
intuition comes from sketch recognition research.
B. Acoustic Based Sketch Recognition
First, let’s give our formal definition:
Acoustic based sketch recognition is a technique to recognize a sketch
through sound.
Using acoustic based sketch recognition, the only device we need is a simple
microphone, which is shown in Figure 5. This new field of research provides new
possibilities as the scope of its usage is not only limited to the common mobile devices,
but can also be integrated into many other devices that do not contain a screen, since
the interaction is done only through the microphone. The technique is very cheap,
and one can buy a normal microphone for only a few dollars on Amazon.com. In
terms of potential applications, the technique can be used by a small device such as
a wrist watch, shown in Figure 6, the interaction modality may be useful for building
multi-model systems that use both vision and sound to get higher accuracy.
In this thesis, we only use a single microphone. By using multiple microphones,
it is possible for the system to be able to localize the sound source by measuring the
6Fig. 6.: One example application of acoustic based sketch recognition technique -
wrist watch.
time difference to reach the target [1]. However, in that case, we have to deal with
the configuration problems before using the system every time the microphones are
moved. This makes such a design impractical or at least less practical than using
a tablet. Using one microphone is a potential solution that makes the system both
cheap and simple.
One might ask the question: ”Is it possible to recognize a sketch through sound
alone?” It depends. If one wants the system to recognize large set of gestures only
through the sound, it might be very hard. But on the other hand, if one wants the
system to recognize limited number of common gestures, we show in the thesis that it
is quite possible. The intuition of why this works comes from a well-known children
game shown in Figure 7, where person A uses a fingernail or key to sketch certain
shapes or word on a table without allowing person B to watch it. Then, person B
tries to guess what person A has drawn by carefully listening to the sound that A has
made. This game shows the feasibilities of our technique from an interesting point of
view.
As far as we know, limited work has been done in this area. And until now, there
7Fig. 7.: Guess what is being sketched!
have few, if any, well-studied algorithms or applications created. The fundamental
problem here is to build a robust recognizer for acoustic sketch sound. At a first
glance, the problem may look similar to the traditional speech recognition problem,
since they both use the acoustic signal for recognition. However, our problem is
much harder not only because it is greatly affected by environmental noise, but also
because users writing styles and changes of drawings significantly affect the quality of
the sound. People may write the same shape differently each time, changing the sound
signal significantly. Additionally, some features that are useful for speech recognition
do not work for our problems.
Keeping these problems in mind, we simplify the problem so that we make initial
progress in the area by making the following assumptions. 1) We only allow for
consistent background noise, i.e, the person should not be speaking at the same time.
2) The system is user dependent and must be trained a data from a particular user
before use. This is a common first step in the development of new human action
8recognition technology. After solving the user dependent case, we hope to be able to
move into more complicated use independent case. 3) We define the gesture set only
containing reasonable number of gestures (specifically looking at gesture sets of size
7 ∼ 26).
C. Contributions
We make the following contributions in this work:
• We propose a novel and cheap solution for interacting with devices. The solution
can be used for any device with or without a screen. The idea is novel and
interesting, which can be explored more in the future work.
• We propose robust dynamic time warping algorithms for sound recognition. The
proposed methods may be applied to many other domains to solve practical
problems.
• We propose a novel feature set for effectively summarizing the major properties
of sketched sound. We show that by combing traditional time series features
with our global new features, it is possible to both improve system performance
and reduce the computational cost.
D. Organizations
The subsequent chapters are organized as follows: We first describe what has been
done in terms of prior work. We then propose a dynamic time warping algorithm for
recognizing sound. We show two disadvantages of using template-based approach,
those of computational cost and sensitivity to the noise. In order to cope with these
problems, we propose improved versions of dynamic time warping algorithms which
9are more robust to the noisy data. We come up with four novel global features, includ-
ing skewness, kurtosis, curviness and peak location. The algorithms work by taking
a probability measure into account using these features. To measure the probability,
we use a copula classifier, which provides great flexibility by modeling each marginal
density allows for any distribution, not just gaussian. We then show its advantages
over using a quadratic classifier. Finally, we evaluate our algorithms using acoustic
data collected by the participants using a device’s built-in microphone. Using our
improved algorithm we were able to achieve an accuracy of 90% for a 10 digit gesture
set, 82% accuracy for the 26 English characters and over 95% accuracy for a set of
seven commonly used gestures.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
In this section, we will review some relevant work and techniques. Since the major
part of our algorithm is based on template matching, we begin this section with basic
background of the template matching technique. Then we will review some common
techniques which used for recognizing acoustic sound.
A. Previous Work
Scratch Input [16] is probably the earliest work that is closely related to ours, and
can be considered as seminal work in this area. This work shows the feasibility of
recognizing various scratch gesture made on physical surfaces (see Figure 8). Scratch
Input is an acoustic-based input technique that relies on the unique sound produced
when a fingernail is dragged over the surface of a textured material; it employs a
digital stethoscope for sound recording. They conducted a study that shows users
can perform six different gestures, with the system obtaining about 90% accuracy.
They employed a shallow decision tree primarily based on peak count and amplitude
variation. The simple algorithm recognizes six different gestures. Their use of a
stethoscope ensures high quality sound. To contrast our method, we use only a
standard PC microphone, which can contain lots of noise. We chose to use only a
standard microphone to allow for more flexibility and greater ease of use.
Kim [25] developed a system to detect the gesture drawn on non-electronic sur-
face. Their recognition method requires the use of a special textured pad which
produce different sound depending on the direction that the user scratches, combined
with a wrist mounted microphone (see Figure 9). Their system is designed for small
input surfaces, such as the back of an mp3 player. Their system is able to detect
11
Fig. 8.: Scratch Input: Creating Large, Inexpensive, Unpowered and Mobile finger
Input Surfaces. Scratch Input is an acoustic-based input technique that relies on the
unique sound produced when a fingernail is dragged over the surface of a textured
material, such as wood, fabric, or wall paint [16].
single-stroke representations of Arabic numbers, triangles, rectangles, and bent lines.
The authors also outline ways to create wearable input surfaces such as the described
wrist-mounted textured pad. One major disadvantage of their system is that people
need a special textured pad to sketch on, comared to our system which works on any
surface.
Seniuk [41] analyzed the feasibility of recognizing handwritten cursive text through
an analysis of acoustic emissions, shown in Figure 10. Their recognition algorithm
can recognize isolated lowercase cursive characters and a sketch whole words. They
evaluated their approaches on data set collected from 9 users and showed 70% accu-
racy for the 26 written of the cursive alphabet, and 90% accuracy for a selected of 26
whole cursive words. For whole word recognition, they did not apply any segmenta-
tion method, instead, their method needs to be trained and compared to the entire
12
Fig. 9.: A system that allows for gestural scratch input on a textured pad using a
wrist mounted microphone [25]
word. Given that the 26 words as of various length, it is not surprising that their
accuracy increased dramatically, since length of drawings time will be a powerful fea-
ture. However, given the number of similar lengthed words in the English language,
this method will have significant scalability issues.
Another very different, but interesting work that also uses sound for recognition
is that of Gupta et al [13]. They use the doppler effect to recognize hand gestures
(Figure 11). The system allows people to use hand gestures to do simple tasks like
navigating web pages. The cool part of their system is, instead of using a camera
to recognize hand gestures, it uses sound to recognize them. The concept is rather
simple: moving hands in front of the microphone can affect certain frequency range
of the sound, which is out of range of human hearing (Figure 12). Their system works
pretty well in a noisy environment, but currently only has the capability to recognize
a handful of gestures. In fact, our system work in different manner.
13
Fig. 10.: Pen Acoustic Emissions for Text and Gesture Recognition [41]
Fig. 11.: SoundWave uses the doppler effect to sense gestures [13]
.
14
Fig. 12.: Doppler effects. (a) the figure shows the frequency when there are no hand
movements. (b) shows the frequency change after making hand movements. It is easy
to notice that the frequency within the certain range has changed.
B. Nearest Neighbor Instance-based Pattern Recognition
Instance-based recognition methods, such as the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, are
widely used in sketch and speech recognition. In instance-based learning, samples are
classified by comparing it with other samples that are already stored in the database.
Because classification is performed by direct comparison of the gesture in the training
set, the system can easily scaled by simply adding new gesture to our training set.
Thus, scalability is a major advantage of instance-based learning, since the model
does not have to be retrained. However, instance-based learning (or lazy learning)
has two significant disadvantage, that of computational cost (since the running time
increases as the size of our training set increases) and that of sensitivity to noise. We
will discuss both of these issues in Chapter 3 in more detail.
Formally, each sample si can be written as si = {p1, ..., pni}, where ni is the
number of features si has. The major computation for nearest neighbor approach is
the distance measure between two samples (objects). There are several commonly
15
used distance metrics.
1. Euclidean Distance
Euclidean distance is one of the most widely used distance metrics. Euclidean distance
between point p and q is the length of the line segment connecting these two points
in Euclidean space. Assume p = (p1, ..., pk) and q = (q1, ..., qk) are two points in
Euclidean k-space, then the distance is given by:
d(p, q) = d(q, p) =
√
(q1 − p1)2 + ...+ (qk − pk)2 =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(qi − pi)2 (2.1)
In two dimensional Euclidean space, the distance between two points can be
calculated as d(p, q) =
√
(p1 − q1)2 + (p2 − q2)2.
Now, let’s back to our problem where we use Euclidean distance as distance met-
ric. Assume we have two sequence of points A and B such that A = (a1, ..., an), B =
(b1, ..., bn). By using Euclidean distance metric, the distance between two objects A
and B can be written as :
D(A,B) =
n∑
i=1
d(ai, bi) (2.2)
where ai, bi are the points in Euclidean space, and d(ai, bi) can be calculated using
equation (2.1).
This simple distance measure is powerful tool for many pattern recognition prob-
lems. $1[50] and $N[2] recognizers use this method. $1 recognizer can recognize single
stroke gesture and $N recognizer can recognize multi-stroke ones, both of which have
high accuracy rate. One thing we should notice is that in sketch recognition and
image classification, each sample is represented as sequence of points (or pixels) in
2-dimensional space. In order to calculate the distance between two objects in two
dimensional space, we first need to align them together, which is one of the most
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difficult problems. This problem can be solved by iteratively rotating one shape by
a certain angle at a time, relative to another one, until we find an optimal angle.
This approach was used in [50, 2]. Another approach might use some optimization
techniques to directly find the optimal rotation angles. Some relevant work can be
found in [12, 18, 7]. Due to the complexity of finding such optimal rotation angles,
some researchers try to represent samples using rotation invariant features such as
moment invariant [20, 5, 28, 19] and eigenvalues of covariance matrix [43].
2. Mahalanobis Distance
Euclidean distance treats all dimensions equally. However, since the dimensions often
represent feature values, and since different feature values can have markedly different
variances and correlation, it is important to take this into account. Mahalanobis
distance takes into account the covariance of the various features. We assume the
point p and q are drawn from a group of values with mean µ = (µ1, ..., µk) and
covariance matrix S. Then the mahalanobis distance between these two points can
be written as:
d(p, q) =
√
(p− q)TS−1(p− q) (2.3)
One may easily notice that if the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, the
Mahalanobis distance simply reduces to the Euclidean distance. And, if the covariance
matrix is diagonal, it reduces to the normalized Euclidean distance which can be
written as:
d(p, q) =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(pi − qi)2
s2i
(2.4)
where si is the standard deviation of the pi and qi over the sample set. For sound
recognition, most algorithms involve the extraction of multiple features from each
time window (in our work, we extract 12 features from each time window), in which
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case the mahalanobis distance metric becomes especially useful.
3. Hausdorff Distance
Hausdorff distance is another important distance metric that has been widely used
to evaluate image-template matches. The formal definition is shown in (2.5), where
A and B denote sequence of points. As we can see from the equation, the distance
between sets of points A and B is calculated as the maximum of the minimum neigh-
bor distances between a point a ∈ A and all points in B. In other words, h(A,B)
finds the maximum distance bound for a point a ∈ A to be away from a point b ∈ B.
h(A,B) = max
a∈A
min
b∈B
||a− b|| (2.5)
Huttenlocher et al [21] use the Hausdorff distance model to compare complex 2D
images. Kara and Stahovich [24] also use Hausdorff distance to recognize hand-drawn
shapes.
4. Objects With Different Length
When two objects have the same number of points, the distance can be calculated
using one-to-one direct mapping between each pair of points. But in most of cases,
two objects may have different number of points. In general, there are two ways to
cope with this problem.
1. Normalization. We can first make the length equal. In sketch recognition,
this process is called resampling. In [50], they resample the points by making two
adjacent points have the equal distance. This resampling process can remove the
effects from different devices and shown to improve the recognition accuracy. In
speech recognition, the sound is usually represented as time series data, in which case
we can normalize the signal through the time axis by using transformation (e.g.,Z-
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transformation).
2. Dynamic Time Warping. This technique makes the matching possible
for two objects with different length. Instead of doing one-to-one mapping between
each pair of points, dynamic time warping (DTW) allows the mapping become rather
flexible. For example, one point can map to multiple points on another object, and
vise versa. When we design a dynamic time warping algorithm, one important thing
we need to do is to appropriately define some mapping constraints. We will show
more design details in the subsequent chapters.
C. Hidden Markov Model
Beside template-based approach, hidden markov model(HMM) is another widely used
approach in speech community. HMM is a powerful tool for modeling time depen-
dent signal. Figure 13 shows the structure of this model. As shown in [37], there
are two strong reasons why we use HMM. First the models are very rich in mathe-
matical structure and hence can form the theoretical basis for use in a wide range of
applications. Second the models work pretty well in practice for many applications.
Mathematically, we can represent HMM as λ = (A,B,N,M, pi).
N : the number of states in the model S = s1, ..., .sN
M : the number of discrete observation symbols V = v1, ..., vM
A : A = {aij}, the state transition probability
aij = P (qt+1 = sj|qt = si)
B : B = {bj(k)}, the observation or emission probability distribution
bj(k) = P (ot = vk|qt = sj)
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Fig. 13.: Hidden Markov Model
pi : the initial state distribution
pij = P (q1 = sj)
For compact representation, we can write the model as λ = (A,B, pi). In order
to apply HMM to the practical problems, we need to solve three major problems.
• Problem 1. Given observation sequence {O = o1, o2, ...} and model λ = (A,B, pi),
how do we efficiently compute P (O|λ), the likelihood of the observation se-
quence given the model? The solution is given by the Forward and Backward
procedures.
• Problem 2. Given observation sequence {O = o1, o2, ...} and model λ, how do
we choose a state sequence Q = {q1, q2, ...} that is optimal? We can use Viterbi
algorithm to solve this problem.
• Problem 3. Parameter estimation. The problem is to estimate the model param-
eters given observations. This problem can be solved by finding the parameters
which maximize the likelihood P (O|λ). We can use Baum-Welch re-estimation
procedure.
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More information about HMM can be found in [37]
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CHAPTER III
PROBLEM
The fundamental problem is to recognize the acoustic sound. The recognition process
is pretty straightforward. We use our microphone (either from Mac or mobile phone)
to record the sound while people are sketching shapes on the table. As soon as people
finish sketching, our recognizer tempt to recognize what people have drawn.
The core idea of our algorithm is instance-based learning, by which we compare
new sample with all other candidate samples already stored in the database. We
record each sound and saved it in a ”.wav” file. The sampling rate we chose is
8kHz, and each sample is 16bits, and we use mono channels. The reason for choosing
lower sampling rate is for the purpose of reducing computational cost. However, lower
sampling rate might reduce the recognition accuracy, since it contains less information
comparing to the sound with high sampling rate. But we finally figure out that 8kHz
sampling rate works pretty well in practice while only affecting the performance a
little bit.
Now, let’s give formal definition of our problem. All the notations will be used
frequently throughout the thesis. We use W to denote the set of candidate samples
stored in the database, such that W = {w1, ...wn}, where wi is ith sample. We also
have a label set and denote it as C, such that C = {c1, ..., ck}, where k is the number
of labels in C. Each sample wi is associated with a label ci choosing from the label
set, C. Our goal is to assign the most suitable label to a new query sample wnew,
given all the data (or training samples) which is already stored in the database.
This is a classical machine learning problem, which we will focus on in the sub-
sequent chapters. Please note that we call each sound file a sample.
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CHAPTER IV
DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
In this chapter, we will look at the problem of recognizing isolated acoustic sketch.
As we’ve shown before, each sound was recorded and saved in a ”.wav” file. Before
trying to recognize it, we first preprocess the sound to make it contain less noise.
After that, we can extract feature values from each sound. Finally, the recognition
algorithm can be applied to get the final result.
A. Preprocessing
The sound is recorded using device built-in microphone. Thus, it is likely that it
contains some noise which can affect the system performance significantly. In order
to make the problem easier, we only assume that there is consistent environmental
noise, which stays almost the same over the time. The preprocessing contains noise
reduction and silence detection steps. We will show them in detail.
1. Noise Reduction
Noise reduction is required even when we expect our working environment to be
relatively quiet. Those noise either comes from environment or device itself (but
anyway, we assume it is consistent). Let’s first review some typical approaches for
removing noise.
• Energy Based Approach. This may be the simplest approach that we can apply.
It works as follows: given acoustic signal S, we assume the signal from the first
10 to 100 milliseconds is noise and sample it. Then we calculate the average
energy for this ’noisy frame’, denoted it as ˆµnoise. After that, we scan through
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Fig. 14.: Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. The
figure shows that the probability of the value resides between ± three times standard
deviation is over 99.7%.
.
the remaining body of signal by examining one frame at a time. If the average
energy µ for that frame is larger than c ˆµnoise, such that µ > c ˆµnoise, we mark
that frame as ’noisy’. Here, c is the constant threshold.
• Gaussian Noise Removal. It is similar to the energy based approach. The
only difference is that we explicitly model the noise using gaussian distribu-
tion, Gnoise ∼ N( ˆµnoise, ˆσ2noise). From the beginning 10 to 100 millisecond
signal, we calculate the ˆµnoise and ˆσnoise. Then we scan through all the re-
maining frames and calculate the average energy µi, then we use the formula
|µi − ˆµnoise|/ ˆσnoise < 3 to decide whether it is valid frame or noisy frame. The
threshold 3 corresponds to 99.7% in normal distribution, which is shown in
Figure 14. In [8], they showed that this simple approach works well in prac-
tice. However, this approach sometimes turns out to mark the valid frame as
’silence’. This is simply because the silence within the acoustic sketch signal is
not necessarily the noisy signal in our context.
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• Fourier Based Approach. The idea comes from fourier transformation. Analyz-
ing the signal in frequency domain provides much information about the signal
itself. The approach works as follows: 1. We first transform the original signal
into frequency domain. 2. Analyze the signal in frequency domain and find out
the frequency range where most of noise resides. 3. Set all the corresponding
frequency values to 0, then transform back to the original time domain using
inverse fourier transformation. Besides fourier transform [15], wavelet transfor-
mation [54] is another good technique for filtering the noise out.
• Spectral Subtraction. This is an old technique, but works very well for remov-
ing background noise. It is proposed by [4]. The algorithm offers computa-
tionally efficient, processor-independent approach to remove consistent back-
ground noise. It suppresses stationary noise from speech by subtracting the
spectral noise calculated from non-speech frames. Then the second step is ap-
plied to attenuate the residual noise left after subtraction. We have applied
Boll’s method to our work, and Figure 15 shows the performance of spectral
subtraction method. Figure (a) shows the original signal before noise reduction,
which we got from the microphone recording. Figure (b) shows the clean signal
after we apply Boll’s spectral subtraction method.
2. Silence Detection
After removing the background noise, the next thing we need to do is to remove
silence parts of the signal. We denote each silence part as ”invalid” signal. One
simple way to remove all the silence parts is to use gaussian noise removal [8]. It
works as follows:
• We assume the beginning part of the signal as ”invalid”.
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(a) Before (b) After noise reduction
Fig. 15.: Noise reduction using Boll’s spectral suppression. (a) shows the original
signal before noise reduction. The original signal contains consistent background
noise. (b) clean signal after removing the noise.
• Sample those parts of the signal and model it by using gaussian distribution
N ∼ (µ, σ2).
• Mark each remaining frame as ”valid” or ”invalid” based on |x− µ|/σ < 3.
• Discard all the ”invalid” frames and concatenate the remaining ones.
This approach can work for traditional speech recognition. However, for acoustic-
based sketch recognition, the silence does not necessarily mean that it is invalid signal.
One good example is that when we sketch multi-stroke shapes on the table, the signal
may contain the silence part when the pen-up action occurs. But in this case, we
want to treat them as valid signal without cutting them off. In order to handle this
problem, we propose an improved version of silence detection algorithm.
The algorithm only removes the beginning and end parts of the signal, which
equivalent to the problem of detecting the end points. The searching procedure starts
from the beginning and end of the signal, respectively. The algorithm checks the
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(a) Before (b) After silence removal
Fig. 16.: Silence removal for gesture 4. (a) is the original signal before removing
silence parts. (b) is the resulting signal after applying our silence removing algorithm
consecutive silence segments each time to calculate the ratio based on equation (4.1).
R =
#of silence segments
total# of segments
(4.1)
By comparing the ratio R with predefined threshold, we can decide whether to
stop the search or not. Figure 16 shows how our improved silence detection algorithm
works. As we can see in the figure, our algorithm only removes the silence at the
beginning and end of the signal.
B. Feature Extraction
1. Several Commonly Used Features
Now we are ready for extracting features from the sound. After carefully looking at
the wave of each sound file, we noticed that these sound samples can be distinguished
from the shapes of their sound waves. This gives us a clue that using short time fourier
transform(STFT) features can help distinguish among them. These features include
spectral centroid [9], spectral bandwidth [47], spectral flatness measure [17, 22], shan-
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non entropy [32], renyi entropy [3], Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients(MFCC) [29, 52]
and etc. Brief introduction of these STFT features are shown in the following [38].
• Spectral Centroid. The feature measures the center of gravity of the magnitude
spectrum of the STFT and is a measure of spectral shape.
• Spectral Bandwidth. The feature measures weighted average of the distance
between the spectral components and the spectral centroid.
• Spectral Flatness Measure. The features measures the flatness of the spectrum
and distinguishes between noise and valid signal.
• Shannon Entropy. The feature measures the spectral distribution of the signal.
• Renyi Entropy. The feature also measures the spectral distribution of the signal.
Renyi entropy is a generalization of shannon entropy.
• Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient. It is a representation of the short-term
power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine transform of a log power
spectrum on a nonlinear mel scale of frequency [30].
2. Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients
Among all these possible options, we finally end up choosing MFCC features for
acoustic sound recognition which work well for our problems. MFCCs is one of the
most widely used feature set in signal processing, and characterizes the dynamic
change of the digital signal [53]. The overall process of calculating MFCCs is as
follows:
1. Take the Fourier transform of (a windowed excerpt of) a signal.
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2. Map the powers of the spectrum obtained above onto the mel scale using tri-
angular overlapping windows.
3. Take the logs of the powers at each of the mel frequencies.
4. Take the discrete cosine transform of the list of mel log powers, as if it were a
signal.
5. The MFCCs are the amplitudes of the resulting spectrum.
In actual implementations, there are two major issues we need to consider:
• Choosing the appropriate window size. We set the window size as 256 when we
use 8kHz sampling rate, and set the size as 1024 when we use 44.1kHz sampling
rate.
• Choosing the appropriate number of coefficient values. We used the first 13
coefficients excluding the first one, since this parameterization has been shown
to be quite effective [36].
Note that this feature extraction is essentially corner finding, and searches for
periods of slow movement in the stroke. The output of feature extraction is a number
of partial strokes that are segmented based on silence/slow movement that likely
represents strong corners.
3. Representation
MFCC features are extracted from each time window(as we’ve shown above, we only
chose the first 13 coefficients while discarding the first one, which makes 12 in total),
and the number of windows depends on the length of sound signal. Thus, after
using MFCC to represent each sound sample, we get multi-dimensional time series
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data. Formally we can represent each sample as MFCC(wi) = {f [1]i , ..., f [ni]i }, where
f
[j]
i = (f
[j]
i,1, ..., f
[j]
i,12), we use upper case [j] to denote the timing index.
C. Algorithm Design
In this section, we will show our algorithm design in detail.
1. Similarity Measure
The idea is based on similarity measure. Usually we need to calculate the distance
between two objects and use that to measure how similar two objects are. One
advantage of using instance-based approach is its scalability. You can simply add more
samples into the database without changing the core part of algorithm. However, as
the number of templates grows, the time complexity grows as well, which is one big
disadvantage of instance-based approach. The computational cost generally can be
reduced by using parallel computation.
Since we represent each sound sample using MFCC features, calculating the
distance between two sound samples equals to calculating the distance between two
MFCCs feature vectors. Formally, we can write it as:
dist(wi, wj) = dist(MFCC(wi),MFCC(wj)) = dist({f [1]i , ..., f [ni]i }, {f [1]j , ..., f [nj ]j })
(4.2)
where ni and nj are the length of feature vectors, MFCC(wi) and MFCC(wj), which
may not be the same.
2. Grid Representation
For easy illustration, let’s first slightly simplify the notations without changing any
meanings. We can formalize the problem as calculating the distance between two
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Fig. 17.: Grid representation of dynamic time warping
time dependent sequences, A and B.
A = a1, ..., an, B = b1, ..., bm
Figure 17 shows the grid representation of designing dynamic time warping algorithm.
As we can see from the figure, x-axis represents the signal T, and y-axis represents
the signal R, both are time dependent. The goal is to find the distance between these
two signals. The problem can be visually interpreted as finding an optimal path
from the original coordinate (1,1) to the destination (N,M). Actually, there are lots
of possible paths from the original point to the destination, but the path we want to
find is the one that leads to the minimum distance between two signals. The figure
shows one such possible path. It is easy to see that classical template matching is
actually a special case of dynamic time warping, which measures the distance between
two objects with different length. In classical template matching problems, the path
should strictly follow diagonal direction.
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3. Design Constraints
Assume that we want to calculate the distance between query A = a1, a2, ...an and
each template B = b1, b2, ...bm. Equation (4.3) shows the formal calculation of dy-
namic time warping.
D(A,B) =
1
N
minF [
K∑
k=1
d(c(k))w(k)] (4.3)
where c(k) is the actual mapping between candidate and template at time index
k, w(k) is the weighting function, and N is the normalized value. Dynamic time
warping will find the optimal path F to minimize D(A,B) [33]. In order to design
well performed algorithm, there are several constraints we need to keep in mind.
• Endpoint Constraint : The endpoint constraint decides where the mapping starts
and ends. We start mapping at (1, 1) and end at (N,M).
• Local Continuity Constraint : In order to avoid excessive compression or expan-
sion of the time scales, neither the query nor the template can skip more than
two frames at a time when matching. The five possible movements to get to
(m,n) are (m− 1, n), (m,n− 1), (m− 1, n− 1), (m− 2, n− 1), (m− 1, n− 2),
which is shown in figure 18.
• Global Path Constraint. Because the signal is time dependent, we set the bound-
ary to control for each mapping range at time index k such that |A(k)−B(k)| ≤
R. We choose R equals to 20.
• Axis Orientation: There are two variations. We can either put a candidate on
the X-axis and the template on the Y-axis or put a template on the X-axis and
a template on the Y-axis. However, [33] shows that putting the query on the
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Fig. 18.: Local constraints. This figure shows five possible movements in each location.
These possible locations to get to (m,n) are (m−1, n), (m,n−1), (m−1, n−1), (m−
2, n− 1), (m− 1, n− 2).
X-axis generally gives better result, thus we adopted that technique for this
work
• Weighting Function: We choose a symmetric weighting function, w(k) = A(k)−
A(k−1)+B(k)−B(k−1), so that the weighting value characterizes how many
steps are from the current point to the previous one.
• Distance Measure: We use Euclidean distance for our distance measurement.
One tricky part is to properly calculate the distance between two MFCCs fea-
tures, which are multi-dimensional values. There are 12 dimensions for each
feature value in MFCCs.
4. Final Form of Algorithm
Finally, we can write our DTW algorithm as follows:
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D(n,m) = min

D(n− 1,m− 1) + 2d(n,m)
D(n,m− 1) + d(n,m)
D(n− 1,m) + d(n,m)
D(n− 2,m− 1) + 3d(n,m)
D(n− 1,m− 2) + 3d(n,m)
(4.4)
One thing we want to mention is that the features we extracted from each time
window is 12 dimensional feature values. Thus, calculating the distance between two
feature vectors is another sub-problem. In fact, we can either use Euclidean distance
or Mahalanobis distance metric to calculate it. But after realizing that different
coefficient has largely different variance, we decided to use Mahalanobis distance
instead, where the covariance matrix is the diagonal matrix (each diagonal entry
corresponds to the variance).
At the end of this chapter, we want to show some possible ideas to further improve
the current template matching algorithm.
• Feature weighting. Since each feature has different degree of importance regard-
ing the prediction accuracy, setting different weight for each feature might be
helpful.
• Control the size and quality of the templates stored in the database. Storing
more templates means can cover more variances from users. However, it also
causes the problem that template stored in one class looks similar to the one
in another class. Thus, it is important to control the number of templates per
class to balance the tradeoff between quality and quantity.
• Removing noisy templates. We guess this can be done by clustering techniques
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or dimensionality reduction techniques like MDS. The purpose is to remove the
outliers which affect the system performance.
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CHAPTER V
IMPROVED DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
In the previous chapter, we show a dynamic time warping algorithm for acoustic
sound recognition. However, this simple approach suffers from two major problems.
In order to make the algorithm more robust, we make some improvements, which is
the focus of this chapter.
A. Two Major Problems
Dynamic time warping algorithm suffers from two major problems, in general.
• Sensitivity to Noise. Since the method relies on the samples already stored
in the database, the quality of the samples will greatly affect the algorithm
performance [45]. However there are many potential problems in maintaining
high quality samples. Firstly, if the number of samples in the database is large,
it makes one hard to analyze the data and pick those with high quality. In
fact, the definition of ”high quality” itself is ambiguous. If we only choose
clean data, it will be likely to lead us over-fitting problems, which makes the
training samples no longer good representations of the incoming new samples.
But anyway, it is always good to remove the outliers.
• Computation Cost. This seems much clear, since we have to compare each
new sample with all others already stored in the database. As the number of
samples grows, the computational cost grows accordingly. There are generally
two ways to handle this problem in classification context. Firstly, it is possible
to only choose few prototypes from each category, and consider them as train-
ing samples while discarding all the remaining ones, which we call ”prototype
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selection” [35, 42, 10]. The other way is to reduce the computational cost by
improving the search strategy. In this way, we only try to search for subset of
space. This approach needs some probability measure to determine where to
search and where not.
The major focus of the subsequent sections are for solving these two problems.
But before getting into details, let’s first look at one simple way to remove the outliers.
B. Removing the Noisy Samples Explicitly
One naive way is to visually check all the samples and to see whether each of them is
noisy or clean one. However, as the size of data set becomes larger, it is impossible
for us to manually point out them. We have to think about some automated way for
finding such noisy samples. In fact, visualization technique provides great potential
for such problems. In machine learning community, there are some tools are espe-
cially useful for visualizing or summarizing data set, including principal component
analysis(PCA) [51], linear discriminant analysis(LDA) [31] and multi-dimensional s-
caling(MDS) [46]. Besides, boxplot [49] and functional boxplot [44] are both great
information exploratory tools that are widely used in statistic community.
PCA and LDA are mainly for the data set which has large number of attributes,
while boxplot and functional boxplot are mainly for summarizing the statistical fea-
tures of the given data sets. After considering both advantages and disadvantages of
each technique, we decided to use MDS as our information visualization tool. One im-
portant reason for choosing MDS is that it needs to calculate the pair-wise distance
matrix. In fact, this distance matrix can be easily calculated using our proposed
dynamic time warping approach.
The core idea of MDS is that it transforms the original data set into lower dimen-
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sion, which is characterized by new vector basis, to keep the pair-wise relationship
between data points.
The computation for MDS is straightforward:
Given W = {w1, ..., wn}, we first need to calculate the pairwise distance matrix.
Sm,n =

d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,n
d2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,n
...
...
. . .
...
dn,1 dn,2 · · · dn,n

The goal is to find new vectors x1, ..., xn ∈ RN such that ||xi − xj|| ≈ Si,j for all
i, j, where di,j = dist(wi, wj). For visualization purpose, we set N = 2. By applying
optimization techniques, we can easily find out the solution. For more information
about MDS, please refer to [46].
In order to clearly show the idea of using MDS to remove the noisy samples.
Let’s look at the Figure 19. The figure shows the MDS plots for ”0-9” gesture set.
The samples with the same color mean that they have the same class labels. Figure
(a) shows the original MDS plot for the 10 gesture data set while Figure (b) shows
the resulting MDS plot after removing some outliers (those outliers can be easily seen
on the right side of the figure). But after moving those outliers, it becomes hard to
further figure out additional noisy samples. That’s the motivation of our subsequent
work.
Keeping these problems in mind, we propose to use some strategies to improve
the robustness of the recognizer. The first proposed algorithm is based on average
distance (more information will be given). Another approach is hybrid basis, which
effectively takes probability measure into account. The hybrid solution works by
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(a) Original MDS plot
(b) MDS plot after removing the outliers
Fig. 19.: MDS plots for ”0-9” gesture set. The samples with the same color have the
same labels. Figure (a) shows the original MDS plot. (b) shows the MDS plot after
removing the outliers (the most obvious ones).
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aggregating results from probabilistic classifier and template based approach. It can:
• Increase the robustness to the noisy samples (outliers)
• Reduce the computational cost by some degree.
C. DTW with Average Distance
The original dynamic time warping algorithm tries to find the best matching candidate
sample from the database. Once we guarantee that there is no noisy sample, this
algorithm should work well. One may already notice that the proposed algorithm is
actually 1-nearest neighbor. The generalization of 1 nearest neighbor is K nearest
neighbor [6], where K is the number of nearest samples we need to compare. When
we set value(larger than 1) for K, one simple approach is to use majority voting to do
classification. There is some tradeoff between choosing larger K and smaller K value.
For more information, please refer to some relevant work [6].
The algorithm we proposed is different from the classical K nearest neighbor
algorithm. What we are trying to do is to average the distance. More specifically,
once new sample wnew arrives, we want to know which label we should assign to it.
Instead of finding the best candidate sample from the database, we want to calculate
the distance between wnew and class label i. The equation (5.1) shows the formal
definition of distance measure between sample and class label.
D(wnew, ci) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
D(wnew, wi), wi ∈ Sci (5.1)
where Sci is the subset containing all the samples with class label i.
Finally, we assign the new sample with the best class label between which they
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have smallest distance. Formally, we can write it as:
best label = arg miniD(wnew, ci), where i ∈ {1, ..., K}.
We will give some experimental results to show how it performs in practice.
D. Hybrid Approach
The next proposed solution is based on the hybrid approach. The core idea is that:
1. Use some probabilistic classifier to calculate the likelihood of a class label given
by a new sample. 2. Use these probabilities to filter out some candidate samples and
also incorporate these values into distance measure. We can consider the first step as
brief classification while considering the second step as refined classification.
In order to build a probabilistic classifier, we propose a new feature set which
we call them ”global features”. These features are inherently different from spectral
features like MFCC, since they are timing independent and evolving along the time
axis. Thus, the next question is how to extract such global features from each sound?
Again, we use the MFCC features. But instead of using the whole 12 channel-
s(coefficients), we only choose the first channel in this case. We then extract global
features from the first channel. The reason is that the first channel contains more gen-
eral information about the wave shape. This notion is similar to the fourier transform
or moments invariant. If we do fourier transformation, the lower order coefficient is
the value characterizes the overall properties of the function while the higher order
coefficient can provide more refined information about the shape. We actually tested
each individual MFCC channel and plot the accuracy graph for our data set, which is
shown in Figure 20. From this figure, we can see that the first MFCC channel gives
higher accuracy than other higher order channels.
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Fig. 20.: Accuracy for individual MFCC channel. Data set we used here is ”0-9”
gesture set. We can see from the figure that when we use all the MFCC features, we
can get over 90% accuracy, and when we use only the first MFCC channel, we can
get around 67% accuracy, and so on.
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1. Global Feature Extraction
Let’s rewrite the representation of a sample using MFCCs. MFCC(wi) = ({f [1]i , ..., f [ni]i }),
where f
[j]
i = (f
[j]
i,1, ..., f
[j]
i,12). We extract four global features from MFCCs(consists of
12 coefficients in our case). As we’ve shown before, the first coefficient contains more
general information about the sound. For this reason, we extract features from the
first coefficient only.
Now, let’s only use the first coefficient to represent the sample, we can write it
as MFCC1(wi) = (f
[1]
i,1 , ..., f
[ni]
i,1 ). Figure 21 shows the plot of first coefficient vector
representation for each gesture, ”0” to ”9”. For simple notation, we write this feature
vector as (f [1, ..., f [n]), by only keeping the timing index. The four features we defined
are skewness, kurtosis [23], curviness and peak location.
Skewness. The feature measures the property of symmetry. Defined as:
x1 =
∑n
i=1(f
[i] − f)3
(n− 1)s3
where s is the standard deviation, and f is the mean, and n is the number of coeffi-
cients. Skewness is one of the most important summary statistics for the distribution.
More generally, it is the third order moment for the distribution function.
Kurtosis. Kurtosis refers to the weight of the tails of a distribution, can be
defined as:
x2 =
∑n
i=1(f
[i] − f)4
(n− 1)s4
where the meanings of the variables s, f , n are the same as above.
Curviness. This feature measures the jerkiness of the shape by counting the
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(a) gesture 0 (b) gesture 1 (c) gesture 2
(d) gesture 3 (e) gesture 4 (f) gesture 5
(g) gesture 6 (h) gesture 7 (i) gesture 8
(j) gesture 9
Fig. 21.: First channel of MFCCs for gesture ”0-9”.
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local spike. The computation is straightforward:
x3 =
n−1∑
i=2
1{f [i] > f [i−1] and f [i] > f [i+1]}
where 1 is the indicator function. From Figure 21, we can see that some of them
have more jerkiness than others. For example, gesture 1 and gesture 7 have more
curvature than others.
Peak location. The feature measures the relative position where the peak
appears. This feature can be computed as:
x4 =
arg maxi{i|∀j : f [j] ≤ f [i]}
n
This feature is another intuitive one, which can be seen from the plots.
Before extracting these features, we first remove the small parts from the begin-
ning and end of the signal, respectively. Because we notice that these signal is likely
to contain some noise. The ratio we choose here is 10%, which means we remove the
first 10% of the signal and the last 10% of the signal.
2. Representation
After extracting global features, we can represent each sound sample using four
feature-vector such that wi = (f1, f2, .., f4). where f1 is the skewness feature, f2
is the kurtosis feature and so on. The next thing we need to do is to build probabilis-
tic classifier using these four features. We propose two probabilistic classifiers in this
work, and combine each of them with dynamic time warping, which we will show in
the following sections.
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E. Combining Quadratic Classifier with DTW
The first approach we proposed is the one by combining quadratic classifier(QDA)
with dynamic time warping. One of the most simplest discriminant method is quadrat-
ic classifier, which is solely based on gaussian assumption.
1. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
The core idea is to model samples within the same class using multivariate gaussian
distribution. Then we calculate the probability of a class label given by a new sample
to figure out which is the best label we should assign to the that new sample.
The multivariate normal probability density function is
fX(x) = (2pi)
−N/2|Σ|−1/2e− 12 (x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ)
where N is the number of variables in the feature vector, Σ is the covariance matrix
and µ is the mean vector.
Using Bayes rule,
gi(x) = P (wi|x) = (P (wip(x|wi))/p(x)
= (2pi)−N/2|Σi|−1/2e− 12 (x−µi)TΣ−1i (x−µi)P (wi)/p(x)
After eliminating constant terms, we can get
gi(x)|Σi|−1/2e− 12 (x−µi)TΣ−1i (x−µi)P (wi)
Then take the natural logs, we can get the final form:
gi(x) = −1
2
(x− µi)TΣ−1i (x− µi)−
1
2
log|Σi|+ logP (wi).
The final form of this probability shows the likelihood of sample x belongs to the
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class i.
2. Recognition
Now, the distance between wnew and wi, i ∈ {1, ..., n} can be computed as
Distance(wnew, wi) = a/{log(1/g(i)|wnew))}︸ ︷︷ ︸
adjustment factor
×dist(MFCCs(wnew),MFCCs(wi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
distance between two samples
(5.2)
where a is the constant factor that controls the relative importance of the first term.
The subsequent recognition steps are the same as the classical dynamic time warping
we showed in chapter 4.
3. Filtering Out Training Samples
Given a new sample wnew, we use quadratic discriminant analysis to find out the most
likely subset of labels, B ⊆ C. The computation process is:
1. Calculate g(c1|wnew), ..., g(ck|wnew).
2. Sort these values. Then we can get order statistics g[1], ...g[k],where g[1] ≥
g[2]... ≥ g[k−1] ≥ g[k]
3. Calculate s=arg minj
∑j
i=1 g[i] ≥ 0.8
4. Select the labels corresponding to g[1], ...g[s], and only consider the samples
whose labels are in B
F. Combining Copula Classifier with DTW
In this section, we propose another hybrid approach by combining copula classifier
with DTW. Copula theory is the widely studied area in statistics, but still are not
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common to the computer science field. It provides great potentials for classification
and stochastic modeling. Copula theory has been widely used in financial area [34,
11, 40].
1. Motivation
Quadratic classifier assumes everything is gaussian. It models random vector using
multivariate gaussian distribution and models each marginal distribution using gaus-
sian as well. The model is very efficient since the gaussian nature has great benefits
for problem formulation and computation. The clear advantages is that marginal,
joint, conditional density are all gaussian. Gaussian process [39] is one extension that
fully utilizes these gaussian properties and have great performance in prediction and
modeling stochastic process.
Let’s back to our problem. Before deciding which classifier to choose, let’s first
look at how these four global features are distributed. The Figure 22 and 23 show the
plot. From the figure, we can see that these features are not distributed as gaussian,
at least not close to gaussian from what we’ve seen from the data set. Since it is shown
as non-gaussian, it’s best find other ways to deal with the classification problem, this
is the motivation where our copula model comes into. By using copula model, we no
longer need to explicitly assume the marginal density as gaussian.
2. Copula Discriminant Analysis
The core ideal is similar to the quadratic discriminant analysis. We need to calculate
the probability of label c given a new sample wi, that is, P (c|wnew). However, by
using the copula theory, we don’t need to explicitly assume any gaussian marginal.
The beauty of the copula theory is allowing us to separate the choice of the marginal
and that of the dependence structure of between random variables which is expressed
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(a) gesture 0 (b) gesture 1 (c) gesture 2
(d) gesture 3 (e) gesture 4 (f) gesture 5
(g) gesture 6 (h) gesture 7 (i) gesture 8
(j) gesture 9
Fig. 22.: Skewness and Kurtosis for gesture ”0-9”
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(a) gesture 0 (b) gesture 1 (c) gesture 2
(d) gesture 3 (e) gesture 4 (f) gesture 5
(g) gesture 6 (h) gesture 7 (i) gesture 8
(j) gesture 9
Fig. 23.: Curviness and Peak location for gesture ”0-9”
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in copula function C [7,8]. This provides great flexility of modeling each marginal
using any distribution or via kernel density. Figure 22 and 23 show the marginal
distribution of each variable (feature) for ”0-9” gestures. From these two figures, we
can see that simply modeling using gaussian is not a wise idea.
Let X = {X1, ..., XN} be a finite set of real-valued random variables and let
FX (x) ≡ P (X1 ≤ x1, ..., Xn ≤ xN) be a CDF (cumulative distribution function) over
X .
Definition 1. A copula C is a joint distribution function of standard uniform random
variables.
C(u1, ..., uN) = P (U1 ≤ u1, ...UN ≤ ud),
where Ui ∼ U(0, 1) for i = 1, .., N.
Following is an important result showing how a copula function is related to a
joint distribution function.
Theorem 1. [Sklar 1959]. Let F (x1, ..., xN) be any multivariate distribution over
real-valued random variables, then there exists a copula function such that
F (x1, ...xN) = C(F1(x1), ...FN(xN))
if F1(x1), ...FN(xN) are all continuous, then C is unique [9].
According to Sklar’s theorem, any joint distribution function F with continuous
marginal F1, ..FN has associated a copula function C. Another important result is
that the joint density f and the marginal densities f1, ..., fN are also related [7]:
f(x1, ..., xN) =
∂NC(F1(x1), ...FN(xN))
∂F1(x1), ..., FN(xN)
∏
i
fi(xi) = C(F1(x1), ...FN(xN))
∏
i
fi(xi)
where c is the density of the copula C. The density equation shows that the product
of marginal densities and a copula density gives a N -dimensional joint density. One
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beautiful thing here is, the marginal densities can be different, and can be estimated
either through parametric or non-parametric way, separately.
3. Copula Functions
One of the most popular copula functions is gaussian copula, which we used in this
work.
Definition 2. The copula associated to the joint standard Gaussian distribution is
called Gaussian copula. Gaussian copula has the following expression:
C(Φ(u1), ...,Φ(uN); Σ) =
∫ Φ−1(u1)
−∞
...
∫ Φ−1(uN )
−∞
e−
1
2
t′Σ−1t
(2pi)n/2|Σ|1/2dtN ...dt1
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the marginal standard Gaus-
sian distribution and Σ is a symmetric matrix which denotes pairwise correlations be-
tween variables Zi and Zj , for i, j = 1, ..., N . The correlation matrix has N(N−1)/2
parameters, which can be estimated using the maximum likelihood method.
Now, let’s turn to our first problem, to estimate P (ci|wnew), where ci is a class
label, and wnew is new sample to be classified. Suppose we have K classes, c1, ..., ck.
Using Bayes’ theorem, we have
P (ci|wnew) = P (wnew|ci)× P (ci)
P (wnew)
where P (ci|wnew) is the posterior probability, and P (ci) is the prior probability.
Here, we assume the prior probability is identical for all the labels, such that P (ci) =
1/K, ∀j ∈ {1, ...K}. And by removing the constant factor, P (wnew), we can estimate
the posterior probability by calculating P (wnew|ci). (Since we remove all the constant
factors, after getting all the probability measure for each label, we need to normalize
them to make them sum up to 1)
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By incorporating Gaussian copula function, we finally estimate the probability
using:
P (ci|wnew) = c(F1(x1), ..., FN(xN)|Σ, ci)×
N∏
s=1
fs(xs|ci) (5.3)
4. Recognition
Now, the distance between wnew and wi, i ∈ {1, ..., n} can be computed as
Distance(wnew, wi) = a/{log(1/P (ci|wnew))}︸ ︷︷ ︸
adjustment factor
×dist(MFCCs(wnew),MFCCs(wi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
distance between two samples
(5.4)
where a is the constant factor that controls the relative importance of the first term.
The subsequent steps are the same as above.
5. Filtering Out Samples
The process is the same as the one we mentioned in quadratic case. Given a new
sample wnew, we use copula discriminant analysis to find out the most likely subset
of labels, B ⊆ C. The computation process is:
1. Calculate P (c1|wnew), ..., P (ck|wnew).
2. Sort these values. Then we can get order statistics P[1], ...P[k],where P[1] ≥
P[2]... ≥ P[k−1] ≥ P[k]
3. Calculate s=arg minj
∑j
i=1 P[i] ≥ 0.8
4. Select the labels corresponding to P[1], ...P[s], and only consider the samples
whose labels are in B
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G. Some Other Possible Extensions
Besides all these approaches we proposed already, there are another two possible
extensions we can try. We briefly summarize them here, and give some experimental
results in the next chapter.
1. Complete Two-Stage Approach
As the name indicates, the method works as two independent stages. At the first
stage, the approach uses probabilistic classifier to filter out some portions of samples.
And in the second stage, we use dynamic time warping to recognize the sound. The
difference between this approach and the one we proposed above is that in the latter
case we combine the probability with distance measure while in the first case we
consider these two stages separately. Thus, in this case, the probabilistic classifier
only performs with the purpose of filtering out examples. More experimental results
will be shown in later section.
2. Combining Global Features with Distance Measure
This is another interesting approach we’ve tried in this work. This is not hybrid
approach since it only uses probabilistic classifier. It works by combining global
features with distance measure calculated using dynamic time warping. In this case,
we have total 5 features, where four of them are global features and the remaining one
is distance measure we got from the dynamic time warping. Using these five features,
we can build probabilistic classifier for the sound. The process is the same as the first
phase in hybrid approach. In terms of classification method, we can choose to use
either quadratic classifier or copula classifier. The results are shown in the evaluation
section.
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CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION
In this section, we will show our comprehensive experimental studies. We conducted
evaluation from different aspects. We tested our algorithm using three gesture sets,
and we also tested the performance of each global feature. More information will be
given in the subsequent sections.
A. Three Gesture Sets
All the data is collected using our microphone embedded in the android phone, and
normal tables. We only allow consistent background noise. We evaluated our algo-
rithm using three different gesture sets. The first gesture set consists of ”0-9” 10 digit
numbers, and the second gesture set consists of 26 English Characters, and the last
one contains seven commonly used gestures. These three gesture sets are shown in
Figure 24, 25, 26.
B. Summary of Performance
Using the data we collected, we evaluated six versions of our system
DTW uses only dynamic time warping algorithm
CDA uses only copula discriminant analysis
QDA+DTW uses quadratic classifier and dynamic time warping
CDA+DTW uses copula discriminant analysis and dynamic time warping.
Average Distance use the average distance approach
Five Features combine four global features with distance measure
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Fig. 24.: A gesture set contains 10 digit numbers. Most of these gestures contain high
curves, which makes the problem more difficult.
1. ”0-9” Digits
For this evaluation, we have total 5 participants, where each of them was asked to
sketch each digit for 20 times on the table, so we have total 5×20×10 = 1000 samples.
We performed user-dependent, 4-fold cross validations. For experimental results, we
average the accuracy across these five participants. The overall accuracy is shown in
Table I. As we can see in the table, combining copula approach has positive impact
on improving the accuracy, as we expected. Before combining copula classifier, we
found that most of misclassifications are due to one or two samples only. When either
of them was stored in the database, misclassification is likely to occur. However, if we
combine copula discriminant analysis with distance measure, we implicitly decrease
the probability of choosing that sample as best candidate. For combining QDA with
DTW, we cannot see the clear improvements, but it gives relatively good performance
comparing to using DTW only. Anther observation is that by adding distance measure
into original four global features, the accuracy is improved a little bit, around 80%.
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Fig. 25.: A gesture set contains 26 upper case English characters. We assume each
individual writes the character using the same order every time. The figure shows
one such possible orderings.
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Fig. 26.: A gesture set contains seven different gestures. From left to right, up to
down are circle, triangle, rectangle, line, check and arrow. The one that is not shown
here is double tap gesture, which makes seven gestures in total.
However, using average distance here actually gives poorer performance comparing
to using one nearest neighbor only. The possible reason is that when there is noisy
data in the database, the distance value becomes very huge, almost approaches to the
infinity. Thus, after averaging these values, the mean is still very large, which cause
the misclassifications. We also give a confusion matrix for all five participants, which
is shown in Table II.
2. ”A-Z” 26 English Characters
For the second evaluation, we collected data from 6 participants. Each participant
wrote each English character for 15 times. so we have total 6×15×26 = 2340 samples.
Please note that we let the user write upper case character. We performed user-
dependent, 3-fold cross validation. Since some letters are multi-stroke, we encouraged
the participant to write these strokes using the same order every time. We got the
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Table I.: Accuracy for 10 digits
Case Accuracy
DTW 0.883
CDA 0.703 (within top 1). 0.931 (within top 3)
QDA+DTW 0.891
CDA+DTW 0.905
Average Distance 0.828
Five Features 0.802
similar result pattern with the first evaluation, as shown in Table III. CDA+DTW
has the highest accuracy rate, followed by QDA+DTW and DTW. Using five features,
we can still improve the accuracy a little bit, but it is still lower than when we use
dynamic time warping. In this case, the average distance approach has relatively
good performance comparing to the other approaches. An important question is, is
83% accuracy good enough for building real world systems? In fact, if we classify
individual character, it is hard to get above 90% accuracy simply because the sound
profile from certain pairs of characters are almost the same. Table IV shows some
pairs of characters are easily misclassified. (due to the space limit, we show this table
instead of showing actual confusion matrix, which has 26 by 26 entries). In fact, more
than 90% misclassifications are caused by these pairs of characters.
3. Seven Gestures
For this evaluation, we do not have much data available. We only have two partic-
ipants, where each of them sketch each gesture for 20 times. Thus, we have total
2 × 7 × 20 = 280. We again use 4-fold cross validations. The accuracy is shown in
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Table II.: Confusion matrix for 10 digit (for five participants) and (CDA+DTW)
’0’ ’1’ ’2’ ’3’ ’4’ ’5’ ’6’ ’7’ ’8’ ’9’
’0’ 81 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 2 6
’1’ 2 86 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
’2’ 0 0 95 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
’3’ 0 1 2 90 0 0 5 0 0 2
’4’ 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
’5’ 0 0 0 6 0 92 2 0 0 0
’6’ 8 0 0 1 0 0 86 0 3 2
’7’ 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 92 0 1
’8’ 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 95 0
’9’ 6 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 88
Table V. In this case, the average distance approach outperforms the combination
of CDA and DTW. We guess the main reason is that there are no extreme samples
contained in the database. More work can be done to further investigate the perfor-
mance of the average distance approach. Since we only have seven gestures here, and
the defined gestures can be easily distinguishable between each other, the accuracy is
relatively high comparing to the first two experiments. In fact, in most of the cases,
we only need such small number of gestures to manipulate common tasks. We also
give the confusion matrix, which is shown in Table VI. By default, the confusion
matrix is based on the combination of CDA and DTW.
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Table III.: Accuracy for 26 upper case English characters.
Case Accuracy
DTW 0.870
CDA 0.760(within top 3) 0.306 (within top 1)
QDA+DTW 0.876
CDA+DTW 0.878
Average Distance 0.821
Five Features 0.502
C. Word Recognition
What we discussed so far are for isolated sound recognition. In this experiments,
we tested our recognizer on continues sound. The only additional step we add into
the recognizer is the sound segmentation. For simplicity, we assume people pause for
some time before moving to another character. This makes the segmentation can be
easily done by searching for long period silence. We set this threshold to 1 second.
The reason for setting such a large threshold is that we want to distinguish the silence
between two characters and the one within the individual sound (we already showed
that silence within the individual sound does not necessarily mean it is invalid signal).
After that, we can simply treat each segment independently, and use probability
model like Naive Bayes to combine them together.
In fact, the experiment shows one important observation that the ambiguities
can be relieved by recognizing sequence of characters in context through the use of a
dictionary. We did two independent evaluations.
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Table IV.: Pairs of characters are easily misclassified
Character 1 Character 2
A F
A H
D P
J T
C U
X Y
1. Recognizing Names
We let the participants write down any person name one at a time, and write down
total 20 names. All the sound was recorded and stored as ”.wav” file. Please note
that these people already provided training samples for individual character. All
the names they wrote are already in the dictionary, which contains total 50 people’s
names. The result shows that there are only 3 of them are incorrectly classified, which
equals to the 92.5% accuracy rate.
2. Recognizing Commonly Used Words
This experiment again is based on the character recognition. But instead of writing
names, we allow participant to write any word from the dictionary, which contains
500 most commonly used words. Unfortunately, we only have one participant who
helped collect 100 samples. Finally, our algorithm correctly classified 87 of them,
which is 87% accuracy rate.
One thing to note is that most of the misclassification for these two cases are due
to either segmentation error or silence detection error. For example, in the first case,
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Table V.: Accuracy for seven gestures
Case Accuracy
DTW 0.95
CDA 0.896
QDA+DTW 0.961
CDA+DTW 0.961
Average Distance 0.964
Five Features 0.929
all of three misclassifications are caused by segmentation error, while in the second
case 10 of 17 misclassifications are cased by segmentation and silence detection errors.
D. Effect of Different Materials
One interesting question is: does sketching tools matter? The answer is ”Yes”. We
conducted experiment to figure out the effect of using different sketching tools. The
experimental setup is rather simple. We let 6 participants provide another 10 sam-
ples for each character. They wrote 5 samples using pen and another 5 samples
using fingernail. Then we use cross validation to get the result which is shown in
Table VII. As we can see from the table, using key and pen make the system have
higher performance.
E. Analysis of Four Global Features
In this section, we analyze the performance of each global feature. And we also
show how much computational cost can be reduced by using our first step probability
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Table VI.: Confusion matrix for seven commonly used gestures (CDA+DTW)
circle triangle rectangle line check arrow double tap
circle 36 0 4 0 0 0 0
triangle 2 37 1 0 0 0 0
rectangle 1 0 39 0 0 0 0
line 0 0 0 39 0 1 0
check 0 0 0 0 40 0 0
arrow 0 1 0 0 2 37 0
double tap 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Table VII.: Accuracy for different sketching tools.
Key Pen Finger
Key 0.859 — —
Pen — 0.,868 —
Finger — — 0.783
classifier. By default (if no further mention), all these subsequent experiments are
based on copula discriminant analysis.
1. Performance of Each Global Features
We tested the performance of individual feature using two gesture sets, digit and
commonly used gesture set, respectively. For character set, the accuracy for individual
feature is similar to the random guess, so we don’t list it here. Figure 27 shows the
accuracy for 10 digit gesture set, while the Figure 28 shows the accuracy for seven
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Fig. 27.: Accuracy for individual feature. (10 digits)
Fig. 28.: Accuracy for individual features. (7 gestures).
commonly used gestures. From this accuracy figure, we can see that the curviness
feature performs best, while the kurtosis feature performs worse.
2. Reduced Computational Cost
Based on the probability measure we got from the first step, we filter out the samples
whose labels are out of subset B. We found that this strategy can reduce the time
complexity by 30 ∼ 70%, depends on the probability distribution. Actually, one can
control the confidence threshold (which we set 80%) to control the portion of samples
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Fig. 29.: CDA accuracy for 10 digit gestures (top N accuracy). From this figure, we
can see that when we choose the top 6, it is almost contains the correct label.
to filter out. One question might be, is there any possibility that the samples that are
filtered out already have the true label with the new sample? The answer is yes, by
reducing the search space, we sacrifice the accuracy by accidently filtering out these
samples.
Thus, the next question is how many classes are enough for getting like over
95% accuracy. The goal of this analysis is that we are trying to avoid to filter out the
samples which have the same label with the new sample. The Figure 29, 30, 31 show
the quartile graphs for three different gesture sets. From these figures, we can easily
see that if we cut off the 50% of the samples, we almost get the same accuracy as
when we include the whole sample set. Finally, we show all these three graphs in the
same one based on the percentage of classes we choose, which is shown in Figure 32.
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Fig. 30.: CDA accuracy for 26 characters (top N accuracy).From this figure, we can
see that when we choose the top 10, it is almost contains the correct label.
Fig. 31.: CDA accuracy for seven commonly used gestures (top N accuray). From
this figure, we can see that when we choose the top 4, it is almost contains the correct
label..
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Fig. 32.: Accuracy based on percentage of classes we choose. This is the combined
plot of figure 29,30,31.
F. Analysis of Complete-Two-Stage Approach
Finally, we evaluate complete-two-stage approach, which consists of two independent
stages. At the first stage, we use copula classifier to cut off the half of the training
samples, and in the second stage, we use dynamic time warping to find the best label.
The second stage is exactly same as the one we showed in chapter 4. The result is
shown in Table VIII.
Table VIII.: Accuracy for three gesture sets using complete-two-stage approach
Gesture Set Accuracy
10 Digit 0.891
26 English Character 0.876
7 Gestures 0.961
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, we will review some common questions and then give potential future
directions of our work.
Why we restrict the system as user-dependent? is it too conservative? We
think this is the natural process for investing new research problems. Since this is
pretty new research area and there is little thing we can learn from the past. What
we are trying to do is to build a prototype system and just make it work for simple
problems. In the future, we can extend it to make it work for user-independent cases.
What we want to emphasis is that this is just beginning of the research.
What is the major weakness of our work? Why not develop more
elegant signal processing techniques? We think the major weakness of our work
is the part dealing with signal processing. As we’ve shown in the evaluation part,
most of the misclassifications for continuous words are caused by segmentation and
silence detection errors. Perhaps in the future, once we incorporate more robust signal
processing techniques, we may get much better performance. But anyway, the major
focus of this work is not for developing new signal processing techniques.
Why not try other method like HMM? Hidden markov model is one of
the most widely used statistical model in speech community. Many of today’s speech
recognition systems are built using HMM. In fact, HMM is the most efficient way
for modeling continues speech. However, the main focus of this work is recognizing
isolated sound, and dynamic time warping is good for solving this problem. If we
decide to build robust system for continues sound, we may change to HMM instead.
Since this is pretty new research area, there are many potential directions we can
investigate in the future. We briefly summarize them as follows:
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• Use better signal processing techniques.
• Further investigate how different tools can affect the system performance. One
interesting research might be identifying different tools automatically using ma-
chine learning techniques.
• Designing editing gestures. This is very helpful for building interactive systems.
In fact, using gestures to accomplish common editing tasks like delete, undo and
redo is very intuitive.
• Collect more data. We definitely need more data to build robust system. How-
ever, the data collection is very expensive for our problems. If we have more
data, it will be very helpful.
• Comparing with other methods like GMM. For individual sound recognition,
we can choose to compare the performance between DTW and GMM.
• Applications. Our techniques are beneficial for many other research problems
and applications. One interesting way to think about the problem is to build
multi-model interaction system. As we know, solely using camera to detect
gestures sometimes do not work well. How we can combine the sound with
computer vision techniques might be an intersecting research topic.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we propose a novel interaction technique, which is very cheap and can
be work for any device. We also propose novel algorithms to recognize the sound.
The propose algorithms can work for many other domains, are not just restricted to
our problems. In summary:
• We propose a novel interaction technique, called acoustic based sketch recogni-
tion.
• We propose a dynamic time warping algorithm for recognizing acoustic sound.
• After realizing some disadvantages of using dynamic time warping directly, we
propose improved versions of dynamic time warping algorithms.
• Besides, we also propose four novel features for sound. The four features can
effectively summarize the properties of the sound. The intuition come from
sketch and statistical domains.
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